Balneotherapy – medical, scientific, educational and economic relevance reflected by more than 250 articles published in Balneo Research Journal
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Abstract

Introduction. Balneology has a long European and Asian tradition and Romania can be the cornerstone of international bridges in this area due to its geographical position, legendary tradition and extraordinary natural resources of all kind. The use of thermal and mineral springs on the territory of the country for health and treatment purposes is a tradition with a history of more than two thousand years. Unique spa resources, such as thermal and mineral springs, mud, mofettes, saline microclimate and bioclimate (sedative or relaxing, exciting of marine seaside or plains, stimulant or tonic), are used successfully in the sphere of health care services, preventive medical actions, rehabilitation and wellness. Legend of Hercule bathing in Cerna's waters is a proof of the use of thermal waters long before the Roman conquest. This tradition exists in almost all civilizations. Today it maintains its usefulness and is spread across all continents, mainly in the Middle East and South and East Europe, Asia (Middle East, Japan, China, Turkey), South America (Argentina, Mexico, Colombia) and North Africa (Morocco, Tunisia) (244-249).

Material and method. This article is a systematic and summarizing review of all published articles by Balneo Research Journal in its ten years of existence, from November 2010 until September 2019. All the ten volumes and more than 250 articles were analyzed in order to understand the main thematic of the articles, the most useful scientific concepts, the realistic benefits of the published articles for the development of Balneology.

Results and discussions. Analizing an article database of about 250 published articles in Balneo Research Journal can be of real impact on the development of the field of Balneology but also can drive the future of the journal to better understand its implications in the scientific arena.

Conclusions. Main scientific concepts with which Balneology is operating, interdisciplinary connections and interests were focused on ideas to have in mind by the authors and readers of this article.
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1. Introduction

For many medical problems such as those dermatological, allergies, pulmonary, rheumatic, gynecological, and many other problems, but especially for disease prevention, stress reduction, prophylaxis and recreation, the use of natural therapeutic factors through spa/balneary tourism represents a solution targeted by the international scientific community through different experts and by medical, social and environmental programs. Natural therapeutic factors can not have an effective promotion on a globalized touristic market and with remarkable competitors without scientific research. Each balneary resort begins its story with the discovery of natural factors whose therapeutic value has been clinically and experimentally proven by scientific personalities of that time (244-249).

The dissemination of information has led to the reputation of a balneary resort, and the character of the spa resort has been achieved through a good promotion of the therapeutic quality of the natural factors discovered. In balneary tourism, the importance of researching natural resources is essential for the development of a balneary resort promotion plan, thus providing information on the therapeutic properties of natural factors, their contribution to our health and the biological mechanisms by which they act on our body. The Romanian Balneology Association has as its main objective the promotion of Balneology through scientific research, but to achieve this objective, the participation of local communities, local and central public authorities, those operating in this sector or treatment base holders are essential.
2. Main concepts of Balneology and thematic of the articles published in Balneo Research Journal:

Balneotherapy – general view
Balneotherapy is the method of treatment applied as stimulation - adaptation in the form of bathing, drinking and inhalation cures made with natural factors, with researched and recognized curative qualities, based on the chemical, thermal and mechanical effects on the body. Articles:
Healthy Aging (202)
Balneotherapy and healthy ageing – review (188)
Metabolic fingerprinting in balneotherapy (207)
Hidrotherapy (223)
State of the art of Balneotherapy / Thermalisme in Romania (163)
The role of sodium in the body (238)
Effect and efficacy of thermal environment provided by a new bathing style, “mist sauna bathing (209)
Experimental Methodology used by Cell Cultures Laboratory from INRMFB to assess the therapeutic effect of natural factors (245)
The use of experimental animals in spa research (237)
Different blood collection methods from rats: A review (114)

Balneary Resorts
Research strategy of the therapeutic quality of mud and salty water from Ursu(Bear) Lake, Sovata (219)
Quality of a destination – Sovata resort, Romania (220)
Pucioasa Health Resort (225)
Băile Tusnad Resort (229)
A clinical study regarding the improvement of symptoms and the time efficacy of treatments performed in Băile Tușnad balneoclimatic resort (82)
Influence of balnear therapy at Băile Tușnad on quality of life of post-stroke patients (95)
Effects of carbonated mineral water treatment in Băile Tușnad on chronic arterial occlusive disease – a case report (107)
Effects of mineral water from spring 3 in Băile Tușnad on experimentally induced alcoholic liver disease (108)
A clinical study on the efficacy of natural therapeutic factors in Băile Tușnad for the rehabilitation of post-stroke patients (117)
The therapeutic benefits of natural therapeutic factors in Băile Tusnad for the rehabilitation of patients with Parkinson's disease (122)
Băile Herculane Resort (233)
Malnaș-Băi Resort (236)
Solicitant - exciting plain bioclimate / Amara Balneoclimateric Resort (239)
Balneotherapy in the Boghiș Resort (144)
IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF LIFE IN CLIMAX WITH KINETOTHERAPY AND NATURAL FACTORS IN VATRA DORNEI RESORT (164)

Geothermal studies
Geothermal water for health state improvement: randomised controlled study (14)
The origin of high silicon content in potentially medicinal groundwater of Gran Canaria (Canary Islands, Spain). Modelling of chemical water-rock interactions (214)

Natural therapeutic waters are widely used in most spa treatments and are classified according to their physical and chemical properties. Biochemical changes after consumption of mineral water from spring 3 in Baile Tusnad in experimentally induced alcoholic liver disease study (28)
The therapeutic effect of mineral water from spring 3 in Baile Tusnad in experimental alcoholic liver disease in rats – an electron microscopic study (47)
Therapeutic mineral waters (234)
Sulphurous mineral waters (230)
Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease and mineral waters of Ukraine – opportunities of application (experimental-clinical studies) (58)
Effects of Alkaline mineral waters on experimental Wistar rats (204)
Chlorosodic mineral waters (231)
Iodine mineral waters (228)
Boric acid and mineral waters (235)
Lithium mineral waters (244)
Determination of protective properties of Bardejovske (1) Kuple spa curative waters by rotational viscometry and ABTS assay (189)
The therapeutic effect of carbogaseous natural mineral waters in the metabolic syndrome (208)
Studies on Physico Chemical Parameters of 5 water bodies of Ranchi (Jharkhand) (115)
An experimental study regarding the biological effects of mineral water from Spring 3 in Baile Tusnad on some organs after Ethyl Alcohol
Mofettes
The effect of carbonated mineral water and mofette treatment in Baile Tusnad after ischemic stroke – a case report (88)
Role of Mofette therapy in Cardiovascular Rehabilitation – The Covasna model (160)

Peloids (muds) used in peloidotherapy, one of the special treatments in the spa field are organic or inorganic substances formed as a result of geological and / or biological events. They are used in the form of mud baths and mud packs in various diseases. Bioactive substances of the Techirghiol therapeutic mud content (87)
Artemia salina (227)
Therapeutic muds (232)
Estrogenic compounds -endocrine disruptors (226)
Investigation of pH variation of blood during peloidotherapy (215)

Speleotherapy uses the microclimate of salines and caves, with certain properties, to treat many respiratory or dermatological conditions (eg burns and injuries). The presence of numerous saline and caves in our country represents a significant strategic advantage in the development of spa tourism. In general, balneotherapy is practiced in a specific natural setting, characterized by the absence of pollutants.
Exploration of the speleotherapeutic potential through the cellular and molecular biology techniques (240)
Study of underground medium and medical-biological experimental in Turda Salt Mine (241)
The experimental effect of artificial air ionizer (negative and positive) on some hematological parameters at Wistar rats (242)
The experimental effect of artificial air ionizer on some nonspecific resistance parameters and immune system at Wistar rats (243)
Speleotherapy development in Romania on the world context and perspectives for use of some Salt Mines and Karst Caves for Speleotherapeutic and Balneoclimatic Tourism purposes (203)
Existing and perspective arrangements to Salina Cacica in the context of tourism development in salt mines (192)
Speleotherapy effects on Wistar rats reflected by pulmonary and dermal fibroblasts cultures (213)
Morphological and electrophoretic data about heterogeneous primary skin cells cultures obtained from normal and Ovalbumin-Challenged Wistar rats after treatment by speleotherapy in the Cacica and Dej Romanian Salt Mines (246)
Morphological and electrophoretic data of primary pulmonary fibroblasts cultures obtained from normal and Ovalbumin-Challenged“Asthmatic” Wistar rats treated by speleotherapy in Cacica and Dej Romanian Salt Mines (247)
Therapeutical evaluation of Turda Salt Mine microclimate on pulmonary fibroblasts cultures (248)
In vitro experimental evaluation of wound and burns healing capacity after exposure to salty microclimate from Dej and Cacica (249)
Speleotherapy - scientific relevance in the last five years (2013 – 2017) – A systematic review (105)
The usage of Haloaerosolotherapy in the Rehabilitation treatment of children with Recurrent Bronchitis (158)
New technologies of haloaerosoltherapy at asthmatic patients (212)
Which salt mine do you recommend for Speleotherapy? Interdisciplinary project proposal (152)
The role of haloaerosolotherapy in immunorehabilitation of convalescents after community acquired pneumonia (167)

Pulmonary rehabilitation
Non Cystic Fibrosis Bronchiectasis-new clinical approach, management of treatment and pulmonary rehabilitation (6)
Ethical aspects of smoking cessation among the population from Transylvania (55)

Neurological Rehabilitation
Homonymous hemianopsia versus unilateral spatial neglect rehabilitation strategies in stroke patients (1)
Our experience regarding rehabilitative, orthopedic integrative interdisciplinary approach in patients with disabling neurological posttraumatic sequelae. Case series and some related literature pointing (2)
The importance of visuo-motor coordination in upper
limb rehabilitation after ischemic stroke by robotic therapy (3)
The importance of early neurorehabilitation in the recovery of post-vaccination Guillain-Barre syndrome – a case report (5)
Is segmental muscle strength recovery different in patients with dominant versus non-dominant hemispheric ischemic stroke? (10)
Post-stroke visual rehabilitation - the impact on life quality of the stroke survival patients - a brief review (19)
The influence of circadian variation in ischemic stroke onset on the evolution of the severity of the clinical picture and disability (20)
Headache occurring during rehabilitation in a migrainous patient with cervical spinal cord injury (21)
Autonomic dysfunction and peripheral nerve involvement in patients with Parkinson's disease (26)
Pathophysiology and clinical aspects of temporal evolution of intracerebral hemorrhage - implication in prognosis and neurorehabilitation (35)
Non-Immersive Virtual Reality for Upper Limb Rehabilitation in Stroke Survivors - A Feasibility Study (51)
Importance of specific rehabilitation methods for patients with intracerebral hemorrhage (66)
Methods and results – therapeutical rehabilitative approaches of a patient with a behaviour and psycho-cognitive status (minimally responsive state) after severe trauma brain injury (TBI) in a polytraumatic context – Case report (69)
Transcranial magnetic stimulation in stroke rehabilitation (57)
Evaluation of oxidative stress in migraine patients with visual aura - the experience of an Rehabilitation Hospital (65)
Case report on the use of a functional electrical orthosis in rehabilitation of upper limb function in a chronic stroke patient (86)
Seasonal variation of stroke occurrence: a hospital based-study (83)
Role and importance of rehabilitation treatment in patients with Parkinson's disease (197)
Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation for Ataxic Patients (205)
Neurorehabilitation in stroke produced by vertebral artery dissection: case presentation (93)
Modern concepts of Recovery and Rehabilitation - CNS affections (MIRROR SYSTEM (224)
The use of combined techniques: Scottish showers, hot bath and manual techniques in the treatment of migraine headache (103)
Combined pharmacological and motor training interventions for recovery of upper limb function in subacute ischemic stroke (106)
A trial regarding the baropodometric indexes for patients who had a cerebrovascular accident (109)
Challenges of antithrombotic treatment after embolic stroke- case presentation (116)
Cognitive rehabilitation: an important tool in disability improvement after brain injuries (129)
Neurorestoation: Future perspective in rehabilitation of chronic spinal cord injuries (137)
Treatment in chronic migraine: choice of rehabilitation strategies (141)
Neurodegeneration after mild and repetitive traumatic brain injury: Chronic traumatic encephalopathy (148)
Experimental study regarding the effects of pulsed short waves on nervous tissue (185)
Rehabilitation management of stroke in young adults (186)
Brain natriuretic peptide (BNP): Biomarker for risk stratification and functional recovery prediction in ischemic stroke (171)
Neurorehabilitation strategies in multiple sclerosis (175)
Treatment and Rehabilitation in Non-Motor symptoms of Parkinson’s disease (176)
Increasing functionality and quality of life through Medical Rehabilitation in patients with Parkinson’s disease (177)
New therapeutic perspectives in neurorehabilitation: transcranial magnetic stimulation (187)

Arthritis / Osteoarthritis
Study on the importance of medical treatment and physical methods in recovering patients with knee osteoarthritis (4)
Mineral waters in Rheumatoid arthritis (210)
A literature review: physicaltherapy of the hip after septic arthritis (64)
The role of ultrasound in the recovery of patients with knee osteoarthritis (42)
Role of kinesiotherapy in the recovery of patients with primary coxarthrosis (195)
Hydrokinetotherapy combined with facilitation techniques in the recovery of osteoarthritis (102)
Correlations between IL6 and the main clinical and
biological parameters in rheumatoid arthritis (130)  
The radiological, osteodesitometrical and inflammatory parameters aspects in experimentally induced chronic arthritis (131)  
Correlations between radiological score with clinical and laboratory parameters in rheumatoid arthritis (123)  
Particularities of cardiovascular patterns related to rheumatic disease from biological findings to clinical aspects (142)  
Treatement of knee Osteoarthritis in Spa Health resorts: where do we stand? (155)

**Osteoporosis**  
Interrelation of risk factors and occurrence of a possible fracture in patients with osteoporosis (52)  
The Bisphosphonates versus Denosumab Efficiency in Postmenopausal Osteoporosis Treatment (112)

**Cardiac / Cardiovascular Rehabilitation**  
Cardiopulmonary exercise testing in improving the rehabilitation of patients with heart failure and anemia (156)  
Particularities of traditional and novel atherosclerotic risk factors in women with peripheral arterial disease in a Romanian Rehabilitation Hospital (46)  
How do I track Cardiac Rehabilitation in my patient with ischemic heart disease using Strava (7)  
Young patients with myocardial infarction – particularities of cardiovascular rehabilitation (9)  
Functional outcome after symptomatic internal carotid artery occlusion (11)  
Collaborative platform development in nutrition as support for cardiovascular patients’ rehabilitation (12)  
Left ventricular diastolic dysfunction in diabetes mellitus and the therapeutic role of exercise training (13)  
Neurorehabilitation in basilar artery occlusion in a young patient with thrombophilia and antiphospholipid antibody syndrome – a case report (17)  
Cardiac rehabilitation for older patients with cardiovascular pathology using robotic systems – A survey (22)  
Particularities of cardiovascular rehabilitation in patients with chronic cor pulmonale (36)  
Cardiac rehabilitation protocols outcome in frail patients undergoing transcatheter aortic valve implantation (37)  
Cardiac rehabilitation after catheter ablation of atrial fibrilation (72)  
Evaluation of endothelial dysfunction and its improvement after cardiac rehabilitation (31)  
The relationship between lower serum Magnesium levels and heart rate variability indices (43)  
The place and role of rehabilitation in patients undergoing endovascular revascularization for chronic critical ischemia (53)  
Quality of life – an important parameter of cardiac rehabilitation in heart failure patients (62)  
Cardiac rehabilitation in patients with heart failure and diabetes mellitus (81)  
Non-cardiometabolic comorbidities of non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (75)  
The role of cardiovascular rehabilitation in women with ischemic heart disease and rhythm disorders (76)  
The effect of cardiac pacemaker implantation on cardiac performance – the experience of a Cardiology – Rehabilitation Department (77)  
Rehabilitation outcome in hemorrhagic transformation of ischemic stroke: a case presentation (84)  
Salbutamol-mediated effects on arterial parameters: a tool for subclinical atherosclerosis detection in patients with metabolic syndrome submitted to a cardiac rehabilitation program (85)  
Gender specific differences in peripheral artery disease and their impact on cardiovascular rehabilitation -the experience of a Romanian Rehabilitation Hospital (90)  
The profile of cardiovascular risk factors in heart failure obese patients hospitalised in a rehabilitation romanian hospital (92)  
The role of cardiopulmonary exercise testing in the initial evaluation of patients wearing intracardiac devices submitted to cardiac rehabilitation (96)  
The relationship between non-steroid anti-inflammatory drugs and cardiovascular risk - the myths, the misconceptions, the news, the realities (143)  
Therapeutic effects of carbonated mineral waters in Cardiovascular Rehabilitation (170)  
Effects of Cardiovascular Rehabilitation in patients admitted to the “Dr Benedek Geza” Hospital of Rehabilitation in Cardiovascular Diseases, Covasna (173)
**Internal medicine and Balneology**
Pharmacological pain management in patients with chronic hepatic disease (8)
Renal damage induced by non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug treatment (16)
Pharmacological pain management in patients with chronic kidney disease (18)
Influence of mineral water consumption and renal stone formation (193)
Possibilities for calcium and bicarbonate-rich mineral water use in the prevention of calcium-deficit conditions (199)
Diagnostic difficulties in chronic kidney disease – Is it or is it not Fabry disease? (97)

**Low back pain**
Balneotherapy treatment for patients suffering from low back pain (15)
Rehabilitation therapies in stable chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (23)
Severe back pain a cirrhotic patient: a diagnostic challenge (78)
Therapeutic exercise in chronic low back pain (196)
Influence of pulsed short waves on bone remineralization in patients with complex regional pain syndrome type I (206)
The effects of cognitive dysfunctions on the elderly patients with Low Back Pain (217)
Diagnosis and treatment difficulties in the case of a patient with chronic Low Back Pain (104)
Research on the effectiveness of physical therapy in the treatment of LBP (150)
Therapeutic efficacy of hydro-kinesiotherapy Programs in lumbar spondylosis (145)

**Neurological injuries**
Short narrative review on main winter sports-related accidents: epidemiology, injury patterns, arguments for prophylactic behavior to avoid orthopedic and catastrophic neurological injuries (24)
A statistical study on the recovery of pubalgic syndrome in football players (25)
Nullius in verba: "Canakinumab for the Treatment of Autoinflammatory Recurrent Fever Syndromes" in NEJM (27)
Acute spinal epidural hematoma, clinical and etiopathogenic diagnostic difficulties – Case presentation and synthesis of the literature (29)
From "cage to independence": good outcomes of an unstable (burst) lumbar fracture, surgically managed with an expandable titanium vertebral cage implant, with posterior transpedicular instrumentation, and rehabilitation program – case presentation (30)
Platelet-rich plasma in treatment of acute lesions and chronic disease of forearm, wrist and hand (32)
The importance of foot abduction brace after the Ponseti treatment of clubfoot (33)
The effect of nitro-oxidative stress on platelet aggregability in migraine patients in a Rehabilitation Hospital - a pilot study (34)
Spasticity in post-stroke patients: incidence and therapeutic approach (38)
The evolution of disability after ischemic stroke depending on the circadian variation of stroke onset (39)
The circaseptan variation of stroke onset – a hospital-based study (40)
Complex rehabilitation and therapeutic care involving a polytraumatized patient with traumatic brain injury, cervical spinal cord injury and multiple associated lesions - case report (41)
The study on the importance of effects after the ultrasound use in the recovery of patients with lower lumbar discopathy (44)
A complex Neuro-Locomotor rehabilitation case of a patient with politrauma associated with multiple complications/sequela – Case Report (45)
The management of musculoskeletal pain and disfunction from traffic accidents polytrauma (48)
Complex Neuro-Muscular favorable rehabilitation program of a patient with politrauma including spinal cord injury and multiple bone fractures (56)
A complex case of Neuro-Muscular rehabilitation with favorable evolution in a patient with incomplete paraplegia post thoracic osteomyelitis, surgically treated, with multiple pulmonary and reno-vesical determinations (67)
Recovery aspects in a case of incomplet paraplegia with a T11 neurological level, acute postschemia due to a hemorrhageic shock through an aorto-sigmoid fistula and communicative anastomotic pseudoaneurysm – Case report (68)
Clinical-therapeutic and recuperators complex aspects in a chronic ethanol-consuming patient with incomplete AIS/Frankel D tetraplegia after cervical SCI on the background of ankylosing spondylitis, with C6 transosus fracture operated (by mixed
osteoosynthesis) and immobilized in the halo-vest by falling from its own level and the posterior cerebral artery ischemic stroke (possibly by vertebral artery dissection (70)
Complex therapeutical rehabilitation approach in the case of a polytrauma patient with traumatic brain and spinal cord injuries – Case report (71)
Study on pain, quality of life and disability relation in patients with degenerative cervical spine disorders (154)
Successful rehabilitation program – including multimodal strategies of a patient with spastic tetraparesis due to anoxic encephalopathy (73)
Psycho-cognitive syndrome, blindness and tetraplegia after severe traumatic brain injury in polytraumatic context (road acc.) with favorable recovery of cognitive and motor deficits (74)
The importance of physical exercise-bone mass density correlation in reducing the risk of vertebral and non-vertebral fracture in patients with osteoporosis (79)
The role of psychosocial factors and physical training for patients with implantable cardioverter defibrillators (80)
Complex integrative etiological (possibly encephalomyelitis), clinical, paraclinic and therapeutic aspects in a patient with quite light spastic paraparesis and sensitivity disorders, old objected by medullar mitigation at vertebral level T5-T7 – Case report (61)

**Musculoskeletal pathologies / Politrauma**
The management of musculoskeletal pain and disfunction from traffic accidents polytrauma (89)
The importance of the elemental functional mobility coefficient in assessing the functional status of the coxofemoral joint (94)
Study of musculoskeletal disorders using electromyography and electrogonimeter (149)
Topical patches as treatments for the management of patient musculoskeletal and neuropathic pain (120)
The efficiency of balneokinetic rehabilitation therapy for the post-traumatic hip (121)
The purpose of the complex treatment for patients with post-traumatic lesions at the hand level (125)

**Dermatological pathologies / Eschars**
Natural and preformed physical factors in the immunorehabilitation of psoriasis patients: The comparison of effectiveness (200)
Eschars treatment (221)

**Other pathologies**
Arthroscopic versus open surgery and therapeutic options of Kienböck’s Disease (54)
The low- level laser therapy in temporo-mandibular disorders an update of the current literature (59)
Low-level LASER therapy effects vs. placebo in the treatment of temporo-mandibular joint disorders (60)
The State of Allergic Service and Spread of Allergic Diseases in Ukraine (211)
Role of rehabilitation a case of diastematomyelia (100)
The predictors of exercise capacity impairment in diabetic patients (111)
The importance of the recovery treatment in increasing the quality of the lives of the patients with the carpal tunnel syndrome (128)
Corticosteroid versus viscosupplementation agents periarticular shoulder injection - short term efficacy and security profile - Pilot study (138)
The approach of cancer related fatigue in rehabilitation medicine: Part II – Therapeutic interventions (146)
Role of Medical Rehabilitation treatment in Post-Polio Syndrome - A case report (159)
The Rehabilitation management of Lymphedema (161)
The approach of cancer related fatigue in Rehabilitation Medicine: Part I – Mechanisms, symptoms, clinical evaluation and screening (162)
Sarcopenia: diagnosis, stages and treatment (169)
Indications and contraindications of physiotherapy in Breast cancer patients (180)
Swallowing disorders in clinical practice: functional anatomy assessment and Rehabilitation strategies (184)
Role of Medical Rehabilitation in Cauda Equina syndrome with flaccid paraparesis after Spinal Meningitis. A case report (183)
The prevalence and futures of ultrasound pulmonary arterial hypertension in patients with systemic Lupus Erythematous (172)
Considerations regarding the rehabilitation of oncological patients with neuropathies (181)
Plant extracts and alternative medicine
Plant and mud extracts use for health purposes (124)
Impact of aqueous bark extract of Terminalia arjuna on hematological and immunological profile variables of albino rats (136)
A comparative Analysis of Antioxidant capacity of aqueous and methanolic leaf extracts of Scoparia dulcis and Schleichera oleosa (49)
Pleurotus tuber- regium (Rumph. ex Fr.) Singer a potent source of antioxidant (50)
Hepatoprotective activity of Punica granatum leaf extract against Carbon Tetrachloride induced Hepatotoxicity in Rats (91)
Medicinal herbs as possible sources of anti-inflammatory products (101)
Therapeutic efficacy of Cinnamomum tamala (Buch.-Ham.) and Aegle marmelos (L.) leaf (182)
Phytochemical screening and antibacterial activity of aqueous leaf extract of Punica granatum (151)

Social issues / Helping devices/ Implants
Use of information technology by adolescents and young people and its effect on health promotion (127)
Smart homes for older people involved in rehabilitation activities - reality or dream, acceptance or rejection? (63)
Disability and Medical Rehabilitation analysis of barriers and recommendations proposed by the World Health Organization (190)
Medical telerehabilitation: an effective method for the long-distance functional evaluation of patients (191)
Rehabilitation therapy versus drug therapy in patients with Lumbar Disc Degeneration (194)
Helping devices of walking (222)
Manufacturing of implants by selective laser melting (218)
The increase of the life quality for patients who had a cerebrovascular accident by using the MBT physiotherapy device (113)
Two new dynamic devices / orthoses for training / assisting / rehabilitation of hand functionality in patients with stroke as a result of clinical experience (126)
The efficacy of modern spinal orthoses and hip protectors used in the management of osteoporosis: a review (134)
Role of biomaterials in neurorestoration after spinal cord injuries (133)
Research on Improving the Manufacturing of Titanium Medical Implants, by SLM (140)
Biological effects of pulsed short wave treatment. An experimental study (166)
Medical manufacturing innovations (168)
Influence of pulsed short wave (DIAPULSE) treatment on the biochemical parameters Cortisol and Aldosterone (178)
Combined gait disorder: a diagnostic challenge – a case report (118)

Secondary prevention
Secondary prevention- an essential component of the comprehensive rehabilitation of patients with heart failure (98)
Differences regarding health risk behaviours between sport club participants and non-participants among Romanian high school students (99)
Dietary patterns, involvement in physical activity and body mass index of Romanian adults having cardiovascular diseases (132)
The importance of the nutrition and of the body weight index in the recovery of the patients older diagnosed with coxarthrosis (119)
The influence of the body weight index (BMI) in the recovery of the degenerative diseases of the joints (135)
The balneary treatment course – A BREATH OF LIFE (153)
Corrective influence 2.5% suspension of glauconitic clay on the structural and metabolic manifestations of stress-induced endogenous intoxication (147)

Economic issues
Spa Tourism – a comparative analysis on Spain and Romania (157)
Comparative analyses of Călimănești – Căciulata and Techirghiol in terms of Tourism development and Medical Rehabilitation (165)
Empirical analysis of health tourism - Băile Herculane, WHERE TO? (174)
Clarifications regarding medical tourism destinations marketing (179)
3. National and International context

According to many tourism experts, Romania possesses a rich mix of unique, world-class natural, cultural, medical and spa resources. Different analysis confirm that there are some important changes in the demographics and trends of tourism. Every year reveals a new trend or set of circumstances that product and destination developers and marketers should take into the account. The following trend portfolio can provide a brief snapshot relevant for sustainable product and destination development and marketing.

Baby boomers (now around 60-year-olds) are becoming the most important age segment both for their time availability and economic resources. Solo travel, especially for females, is becoming increasingly more common. Importantly, today’s travelers, either solo or in group, seek for multi-activity holidays with opportunities to learn and experience the local culture.

Importance of millennials and their travel habits is growing fast. They are expected to represent 50% of the travelers in 2025 and their need for exploration, interaction, and emotional experience must be taken care of. This segment is heavily dependent on modern technologies and their decisions are mostly driven by digitally available information and resources. Unlike baby boomers, millennials are embracing new technology, experiences, and ways of traveling by often utilizing ride-sharing apps when they travel, and using sharing economy services for trip accommodation. Millennials are also lusting after new experiences and are most interested in recommendations that expose them to something new, and prefer to be contacted via email or social media rather than in person.

Consumers will demand more individual and authentic travel experiences in future and will rely more than ever on technology to plan and enjoy their trips. Consumers will continue to focus on their personal financial situation, holiday prices and value for money offers while the image and stability of destinations will also have a strong impact.

Travelers will take advantage of modern technology to adapt their travel behavior, especially how they use information and buy travel products and services. People will rely more on personal information and recommendations available on commercial and social websites, and will use mobile technology to access travel products and services both before and during their trips.

The average level of formal educational attainment is rising globally, for both males and females. Higher education levels are strongly correlated with demand for outdoor recreation activities. Thus, there is a general trend towards appreciative activities, with more travelers seeking life-enriching travel experience. There is growth in general interest tourism that involves learning-while-traveling, in specific learning travel programs (e.g. educational tours), and generally in learning activities, such as wildlife viewing, attending festivals, cultural appreciation and nature study. Tourism of this kind requires explanatory materials (e.g. guides, booklets, mobile presentations, etc.), interpretive facilities (e.g. in visitor centers) and interpretive guiding (e.g. eco-tours).

Advances in health care mean that people are living longer. Older individuals are staying healthier longer. Although physical capacity decreases with age, older people are increasingly able to lead healthy, physically active lives. Elderly people maintain, or even extend, their interest in other outdoor activities, such as walking, nature study, fishing or wildlife observation. A reduced demand for camping sites is offset by a greater demand for more comfortable lodge accommodation, caravanning or health and spa tourism. Older visitors present some challenges for planning and management. There will be a need for more accessible toilets and for trails with lesser gradient; also for greater provision for people with disabilities. On the other hand, older visitors represent an opportunity. They tend to be more interested in the kinds of experience offered, have more disposable income, and are more willing to pay for higher levels of interpretation, guiding and other services.

Millions of people around the world want to travel, have the time and money to do so but are forced to stay at home because of insufficient facilities. With improved accessibility, however, the market for people with disabilities or physical restrictions could develop strongly. When including travel companions, the potential size of the “accessible tourism” market is even bigger. One underestimated fact is that with demographic ageing in Europe and other developed countries the proportion of elderly people with mobility restrictions, disabilities or other limitations such as reduced sight or hearing will inevitably increase. However, this group will still be travelling.
given an adequate and accessible form of travel is available in the destination.

More and more, men and women are adopting each other’s characteristic role in the workplace and in the household. Women are becoming more prominent, even numerically dominant, in the paid workforce. And women make a greater demand for recreation and tourism opportunities. Indeed, it is often women who determine the choice of travel destination. There are differences between the interests of men and women at the individual activity level. While there are, of course, many expectations, men tend to be more interested in physical challenging activities, and women tend to be interested in more appreciative activities, such as nature and culture studies and ecotourism.

For many people, leisure time is increasing due to a shorter working week, increases in the automation of housework and other factors. Yet, leisure time is decreasing for others; for example, working women who retain household responsibilities. Growth of single parent families increases the leisure time of the absent parent yet reduces that of the responsible parent. Often young people need to work to support their education, or expand their purchasing power, so they have less leisure time. Short and fast trips, particularly 2 to 4-day weekend trips are a result of this with a growing tendency.

Tourists are increasingly demanding high quality recreational opportunities and the services that support them. Those who receive quality service during their stay normal working week expect to be offered this by their leisure providers as well. They expect guides to be knowledgeable and good communicators. They want their hosts to make them feel welcome, comfortable and part of the communities they visit. Increased rural- and ecotourism in Romania means greater demand for specialized recreation and accommodation, all with a focus in quality. The challenges for service providers include ensuring they have service quality goals, programs to deliver high quality service and monitoring programs in place. There is an increase in leisure time due to earlier retirement and longer life spans and changes in work conditions. Older, retired people are also able to travel for longer periods each year. Rising incomes are driving up the volume of domestic tourism, and of outbound traffic.

As the world’s fleets of passenger aircraft and cruise ships expand, visitors can travel more efficiently, quickly and further afield. The proliferation of air travel and public transport connections has improved the accessibility of remote and rural destinations, with people seeking out for World Heritage Sites, National Parks and other attractions. This trend will continue and in general destinations should prepare for welcoming visitors from around the world, while being aware of the challenges in terms of language, culture or knowledge and preconceptions.

People express concern about social injustices and environmental problems. They are themselves moving from consumptive to less consumptive activities, often adopting “green consumer” lifestyles. Tourism development requires an understanding of consumer developments and changes of consumer behavior or travel motive. The experienced and sophisticated traveler has a more critical attitude to quality, and to the price-quality ratio. Environmental consciousness will continue to increase, which results in more demand for sustainable destinations. There are also structural changes on the supply side in the accommodation sub-sector, transportation, tour operator and distribution systems, which need to be reflected.

The demographic factors of modern society record phenomena such as the aging of populations and the increase in the incidence of diseases related to the generalization of urban, sedentary lifestyle. Spa tourism can be an easy to implement alternative for restoring the individual's health and to act prophylactically and preventively to maintain an optimally functional balance of the individual's biological and psychosocial parameters.

European spa resorts offer a diverse range of services. At present, the use of the natural therapeutic factor in medical services is accompanied by a series of techniques to help patients improve their health (physiotherapy, physical therapy, etc.). The medical act in the spa resort can be oriented towards prophylaxis, treatment or recovery. Every year, European spa resorts generate a turnover of over 20 billion Euros.

Direct employment of more than 500,000 people and supporting an additional 1.2 million jobs in related fields makes the sector one of the largest employers in the EU, both in healthcare and tourism - especially in the which industry is less developed. At the beginning of the millennium, in many countries of the
world there is interest and concern to limit the negative effects that economic development had on the health of the population. One of the effective ways of fighting against modern civilization diseases is offered by spa tourism. The international trend is that of return to nature for treatment and recreation, and from this point of view spa resorts are obviously a suitable destination. Due to this fact and the beneficial effects on the economic and social level, countries that have natural therapeutic factors and a tradition in their exploitation, including Romania, establish diversification and re-launch, development and modernization strategies for spa tourism.

Concepts and new orientations in modern medicine, which address health as a fundamental human right, the introduction of health-related criteria of quality of life, lifestyle, well-being has led to a reassessment of health care in spa resorts, of balneology in general, as well as of traditional tourism. Traditional balneology and traditional tourism have shown goodwill tourism, health tourism, or prophylactic health belts, based on quality of life, closely intertwined with health protection and a valid psycho-physical relationship. The new assessment criteria show the huge leap in natural therapy since the crisis when it was reproached by the lack of a solid scientific foundation, the methodology being largely based on empiricism, multiple studies and scientific researches have proven the effectiveness of therapeutic and recovery treatments in different disease groups, based on a complex methodology. The modern assessment of health, wellbeing and quality of life require the continuation and development of scientific research activity, to determine the mechanisms of action and the curative effects of natural therapeutical factors. Research on the methodology and effects of "health care", which is the most important area of primary prophylaxis of major diseases in lifestyle pathology in the civilization of the new millennium, is considered to be a priority. Thanks to the natural factors of cleanliness and the modern appliances from the treatment bases, the spa resorts in the European Union can offer both the possibility of treating the various diseases through the therapeutic and recovery balneology, as well as solutions for preventing the illness and maintaining the state of health through wellness balneology (health straps). In Europe, the last twenty years have seen, as experts in the field, a unprecedented revival of spa tourism. The countries in the European Union with a tradition of rewarding the natural therapeutic factors, Germany, Italy, France, Spain, have paid particular attention to this area and have supported investors in everything they have done around these health sources. With our entry into the European Union, Romanian balneology has become an integrated part of the European single market. Under these circumstances, it faces a major challenge. If the offer does not meet market standards and exigencies, the beneficiary will choose another destination. At European level, as scientific arguments for alternative and wellness-specific therapies become more numerous and influential - the distinction between medical and wellness tourism is significantly diminishing. The Romanian spa sector needs to become aware of these trends and as the destination for Romania to appear as one of the first destinations that have fully integrated this paradigm shift. The Council and the European Parliament endorsed in February 2011 a directive aimed at facilitating cross-border access to safe and high quality healthcare and promoting health cooperation between Member States. The spa tourism can not exist without the natural therapeutical resources and without the context given by a spa resort.

4. Research perspectives for Balneology

Currently, the main challenges faced by the European Union to improve innovation capacity are linked to the insufficient focus on poles of excellence able to compete globally, poor integration of elements in the knowledge triangle, insufficient trans- and interdisciplinary research focused on needs innovation, the lack of governance models and the organization of research and education at European level, the high cost of patenting in the EU and the low mobility of researchers. Romania can develop a quality spa tourism with its approximately 8,500 mineral and thermal springs. The Balneary Tourism Employers claim that Romania is the richest country in Europe in terms of the spas, accounting for about one third of Europe's mineral and thermal springs, but only 10% of the springs are exploited due to the gap in scientific research.

The awareness of the potential for the development of spa tourism in the context of the use of the strategic advantages offered by the scientific research of the natural factors is, unfortunately, very low. The Romanian Balneology Association has as main
objective the research and promotion of the natural therapeutic factors and the development of the Spa Resorts, which is why this professional organization is directly interested in the implementation of a strategy for the development of the spa tourism in Romania. The contribution of Romanian specialists to the scientific substantiation of natural cure therapy is remarkable. Since 1949, when the Balneology and Physiotherapy Institute of Bucharest was established, balneoclimatology has made special efforts for the complex study of the natural therapeutic factors, both physicochemical, microbiological and experimental pharmacological, as well as clinical and therapeutic. Medical and technical staff have conducted systematic research in clinics, laboratories and spa resorts. Complex studies and research have been organized, new valuable sources of natural factors have been discovered, studied and exploited. The results of these studies were published in a collection of 11 volumes of "Balneology and Physiotherapy Studies and Research", in a monograph in 3 volumes "Mineral Waters and Lakes in Romania" during 1960-1972, as well as in numerous "Methodological Targeting "and" Guidelines for Treatments in Spa Resorts ", published in 1960, 1965, 1975, 1986. The contribution of the Romanian researchers to the balneary knowledge level is remarkable and allowed to exploit the extraordinary potential of the natural therapeutic factors in Romania, in the period before the revolution. From this point of view, we have had an enviable position compared to other states in Europe.

Unfortunately, after 1990, scientific research has experienced a significant decline, which, coupled with the lack of investment and bad policies, has generated the current state of spa tourism. The relaunch of the spa tourism in our country and the alignment of our spa resorts with the standards existing in the other European Union countries now depend on a complex of factors that are the subject of this strategy.

5. Medical relevance of Balneotherapy
Health, a fundamental right of all individuals, is a state of physical, mental and social well-being and does not consist only of the absence of illness or infirmity, as defined by the World Health Organization definition. Welfare, necessarily accompanied by a good state of health and physical vigor, also regarded as a centistic static medical concept, is an indeterminate feeling of the existence of the body, perceived in consciousness as a positive tone, characterizing what we call quality of life, directly dependent of lifestyle. This strategy aims to create the premises for the continuation of the local spa tradition, by raising the scientific level of research on natural factors with therapeutic potential, so that it is possible to update the scientific foundations through experimental studies meeting the modern requirements and completing the studies so far.

6. Economic relevance of balneotherapy
The prolonged transition period, the fall of the economy, the decline in purchasing power, the faulty management, the lack of investments, the legislative framework, have generated the degradation of the material base in the resorts, both in terms of obsolete and morally outdated equipment from the treatment bases, protection and research of natural factors that have deteriorated considerably.

The economic growth registered by our country after 2000 has also been reflected in a reversal of the offer of Romanian spa tourism, a tendency to modernize hotel and treatment structures, diversification of the offer, reflecting the conviction of the companies that carry out their activity in domain that this form of tourism will record a steady increase in demand.

Any future strategy for the development of the spa tourism sector, as well as any health strategy aimed at a sustainable state of health of the population, should start from the source of these fields, namely the natural therapeutic factors. Until the determination of the therapeutic value of a natural factor, however, complex studies and research are needed to provide the scientific foundation needed to support such statements. Therefore, it would be unnecessary to develop the benefits of developing Romania's mineral potential without investing in the research capacities of these natural resources.

Romania offers wide range of tourism experiences and has a potential to further unlock their capacity for the economic growth at local, regional and central levels. The forms of tourism currently available in Romania can be grouped into the following groups:

1. Nature and Adventure
2. Mountains and Skiing
3. Culture and History
4. Health and Wellness
5. Sea and Sun
After analyzing the data from Tourism and Travel Competitiveness Index and where Romania holds comparative advantage and potential for further development compared with other competing countries, flavored with modern tourism development trends and ‘visitor experiences’, we see that Romania is better positioned to focus on four major key segments to further boost international spendings and average stay of international tourists in Romania:

- Cultural Heritage, Cultural and History Tourism (flavored with gastronomy)
- Nature and Adventure, covering Eco and rural tourism
- Health and wellness, concentrating around the Romania’s rich SPA resources
- Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and Exhibition (MICE)

Prioritization and further development of the remaining three segments is also very important for domestic purposes, as it represents about 80 percent of all travels in Romania:

- Sun and Sea
- Mountain and Skiing
- City Breaks (high potential in terms of yield)

Nature and Adventure is a niche type of tourism, involving visiting fragile, pristine, and relatively undisturbed natural areas, often in remote and rural places. Nature and Adventure is a combination eco and rural tourism activities. Eco and rural tourism embrace the principles of sustainable tourism from economic, social and environmental standpoint.

Romania offers competitive price on the packages and has certified ecotourism destinations and private stakeholders. Furthermore, Romania is a home to Carpathian Mountains with more than 77% of its remaining virgin forests and UNESCO inscribed Danube Delta, pristine landscapes and rural facilities, preserved traditions and customs in the rural areas, and authentic, natural and traditional products - all of these making Romania a competitive destination.

Indeed, according to the global Sustainable Travel report elaborated by Booking.com and released in April 2017, 65% of global travelers expressed the intention of staying in an eco-friendly or ‘green’ accommodation at least once versus 34% who stayed in one or more in 2016. In addition, 68% confirm they are more likely to consider choosing an accommodation knowing that it was eco-friendly, with Chinese (93%), Brazilian (83%) and Spanish (80%) travelers. For 79%, sustainable considerations also impact their mode of transport when travelling, with 43% taking public transport whenever possible, 42% trying to walk, bike or hike as much as possible and nearly one fifth (18%) flying less to reduce their carbon footprint.

The health and wellness tourism is defined as a form of tourism, when people travel to maintain and improve their well-being and health. This definition obviously includes medical tourism or spa tourism, but also allows to extend the concept of wellness to all tourist products that involve a stay, whether it is for business or leisure, that compliments the traveler’s daily balance or can even improve it.

In Romania, health, spa, wellness or medical tourism
are generally called “balnear tourism” and have a long tradition, being mentioned during the Roman Empire domination of present-day Romania (e.g. Baile Herculane - Hercules Baths, Geoagiul Bai – Germisara). Over 160 localities in Romania benefit from therapeutic mineral resources, a part of them are declared national or local tourist resorts or “balnear” resorts according to the Romanian legislation.

It is estimated that around a third of the natural mineral springs in Europe are located in Romania. Well-established spa tourist resorts are scattered across the country, the most important being Băile Felix, Băile Herculane, Sovata, Tuşnad, Vatra Dornei, Techirghiol and Mangalia, Călimăneşti - Căciulata, Olăneşti, and Govora.

According to scientific studies, due to the important and valuable therapeutic natural factors (mineral springs, mud and gases) existing in the entire country and offering a diversity of treatments (cardiovascular, rheumatic, digestive, gynaecological and reparatory affections) together with their prophylactic function, namely the prevention of the diseases, Romanian health tourism has a great potential for development. The tourism product offered by spa resorts is mainly focused on treatment i.e. medical healthcare, convalescence elements mainly addressed to sick and elderly people, but some resorts offer also wellness packages. The wellness component still has significant potential of growth, being able to address the needs of domestic and foreign visitors.

In 2017, there were 577 registered accommodation establishments in spa resorts, 7.3% of all accommodation units in the country. The tourist units offered 36,631 bed-places – 10.6% of all registered bed-places.

The number of tourists accommodated in 2017 in the spa resorts was of 945,527 people representing around 7.7% of all the accommodated tourists in Romania during the year. The spa resorts account for 4,204,898 overnight stays during a year, representing 15.5% of all the yearly overnight stays registered in Romania. The domestic tourists represent over 95% of all tourist arrivals and over 96% of all overnight stays in spa resorts. This gives an indication of the importance of spa tourism in Romanian tourism in general: even though not attracting that many tourists (7.7%) they account for more than 15.5% of all the overnight stays registered by the Romanian accommodation facilities in one year. It is also obvious from these statistics that spa tourism, the main social tourism form, is almost exclusively driven by local Romanian demand. Indeed, only 1.7% of all the foreign tourists accommodated in 2017 in Romania have stayed in a spa resort.

Concerning the Romanian clients of the spa resorts, they are mainly seniors. The Romanian senior tourists are generally retired persons with a medical travel motivation and sometimes benefiting from a State subsidized voucher for spa treatment including accommodation and meals. Because of the Communist past, in Romania the pensions are almost only public ones and given several other concurring factors (there are currently 9 retired persons for 10 active ones, the ageing of the population, the low ratio of active persons in the overall population, the low level of incomes in Romania) the pensions represent a low income: average pension in the first trimester of 2018 was around 1,122 RON (approximately 240 EUR). This represents a very low level not only compared to the European average pension, but also to the Romanian average net salary of an active person: around 590 EUR in April 2018. In conclusion the spa tourists are, in Romania, almost only low-income ones.

Therefore, a significant percentage of the spa resorts customers are tourists benefiting from tickets offered by the state social insurances system. Between 1993 and 2003, the total number of vouchers granted by the National Pension Funds and The National House of Pensions and Other Social Insurance Rights (CNPP) almost doubled from 148,143 vouchers to 334,817 vouchers. The last 15 years registered a significant fluctuation in the total of number of vouchers provided to the population; still the general trend was of decrease, even if it grew again during the last years, as the duration of the subsidized stay has been shortened.

In 2017, the 203,299 publicly subsidized treatment vouchers accounted for 3,049,485 overnight stays in spa resorts. Thus, the publicly financed voucher system accounts for almost 3/4 of the total number of overnight stays and for only 21.5% of the total number of tourists accommodated in the spa resorts. This indicates the high dependence level of Romanian health tourism to the public voucher program and the correct definition of the current wellness and medical tourism as mainly social tourism. Therefore, wellness tourism registers the highest values of occupancy rates: 42.7% as compared with the national average of around 31% of the total number of places available.
during a year. On the other hand, the average stay in the tourist units is significantly superior to the national average, namely 4.5 days/tourist, while the national average is around 2.2 days/tourist. Through this mechanism, most of the private operators accepted to rely on the retired people subsidized by the spa vouchers mechanism. The incomes were considerable, but the profitability was low and most of the public or private companies have not made any new investment to renovate their facilities. Today, most of these hotels do not respect or reach the quality standards to attract foreign tourists or non-subsidized Romanian tourists. This system ensured and ensures constant but low yearly revenue that made investment difficult. With the decrease of the voucher volumes or of their duration in the recent years this whole economic model is under additional stress and needs to diversify its offers and to attract foreign clientele. The tourism flux variations in the spa resorts are the consequence of the subsidized treatment vouchers provided to the residents and of the organization of their tender procedure. As a consequence, the seasonality in these resorts was less pronounced than the other segments of the tourism industry during the previous years as the tender procedure was organized at the beginning of the year. Then it was organised during springtime and this year the tender procedure finished during the month of June. The peak season remains during the summer months but the lack of subsidized tourists during the first 6 months of the year is creating major issues for hotels and treatment facilities owners as they have more employees, especially medical staff, and higher facilities maintenance costs.

Romanian spa resorts are key tourism assets due to the quality of thermal springs, the location of these resorts, their historical heritage, the national custom of having spa holidays and the new international trend in spa & wellness tourism. Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and Exhibition (MICE) is one of the leading sectors of tourism in terms of expenditures per traveler. Worldwide, tourists traveling for business reasons or congresses represent 15% of all travelers. This may seem a smaller figure in comparison with the number of tourists who travel for leisure or holidays (53%), however, the benefits that the MICE brings to a city or destination are many, especially for smaller cities or regions that are not amongst the major international tourist destinations:

1. Economic impact: There are many tourism related sectors that also benefit from the arrival of this type of tourists. Other businesses complement the needs of these visitors and benefit indirectly from all the activity generated by these events. Bucharest and other larger cities in Romania with well-developed tourism sector hold a big potential to promote MICE tourism.

2. Reducing seasonal limitations: One of the main reasons that cities in Romania should promote the MICE segment is because it helps mitigate the seasonal nature of a destination. Congresses, meetings and events are usually held during the months when there are no holidays, and, many congresses and fairs are programmed midweek depending on the audience and field that they are aimed at. The times of year when there tends to be a peak of events are from April to June and from September to November. This means that the events segment can perfectly complement the leisure segment and help to provide a more constant flow of activity and visitors, therefore allowing the creation of more jobs and more stable work contracts.

3. An alternative to saturation: When a mature destination arrives at a point where it has a saturation of tourists in high season or certain days such as the weekends, it is necessary to look for alternatives to halt this situation. This is what happens in mature resorts that base their strategy around “sun and sand”. When an alternative exists such as MICE tourism, it isn’t necessary to dedicate so many resources to promoting holiday tourism. More visitors will arrive, but in a more staggered way and so a more sustainable business model is achieved long term.

4. Better quality tourism: The MICE tourist spends on average double the amount that a traditional tourist spends, even up to six times more depending on the destination. Their tourist profile is one that expects to receive more premium services and tends to use more additional services. The average daily spend is also greater, being around EUR 200, and can be more depending on the city that is hosting the congress.

5. Bleisure: Many tourists traveling for business purposes will extend their stay to spend a few days discovering the destination. As shown in the study by the IE Foundation, 67% of business travelers state that they often take some free time when they are traveling on business and 58% will often add a day or two onto their stay to get to know the city. Others expressed
their intention to return to the city with their family to spend a few days.

6. Promotion at international level: Capturing large international congresses that are attended by hundreds or thousands of delegates from all over the world puts a destination on the map; not only because of the number of travelers that visit the city, but also for the repercussion that the congress may have in the media. Hosting congresses attracts more congresses, especially those that have the same organizational characteristics. Once a city has proved it can host certain types of congresses, fairs and events it is much easier to sell the destination and ensure that the organizers choose it.

7. More competitive destination: To be able to attract different types of tourism and not concentrate on just one segment makes a destination much more competitive against other destinations which are aimed at just one market. When external circumstances change and affect a tourist segment, and as a result the number of tourists declines, it is much easier to compensate or reverse that situation when you are targeting various segments simultaneously and your product range is more diverse.

Tourism is an all-round industry, impacted by both public policies and public and private sector investment decisions. The right development of the tourism sector and service delivery can only be guaranteed through quality education and training. To have a better understanding on the skills and competences requirements for the Romanian tourism sector, they need to be considered in a broader socio-economic context.

The European Commission estimates that less than 20% of high school and university graduates choose to work in the hospitality and the tourism sector. However, as observed, many qualified for the tourism sector prefer to find a job abroad. Migration applies to both, high and low-qualified personnel. Employment in tourism sector in Romania is rather unattractive mostly due to low pays, lack of career opportunities, and unstable working conditions due to the seasonality. Moreover, the level of use of modern technology in the industry is rather low. Thus, considering these factors there is a relatively low productivity of the labor force.

As suggested by number of studies, the staff in travel agencies is highly educated, whereas a large part of the personnel in other tourism areas is low qualified. They work on temporary basis and are mostly hired on a short-term contract. On the other hand, there is another phenomenon of over-qualified personnel working in the tourism sector, educated at university level, but in a different field, not related to tourism. The sector is in need of skills at both the operational and the managerial levels. In general, the tourism sector in Romania needs to better respond to the new dynamic developments and better utilize IT and digital technologies and at the same time, build sustainable workforce.

7. Educational system and Balneology

Education System in Romania – Vocational and Higher Education

Currently, the Hospitality and Tourism related education and training in Romania is offered mainly at number of specialized high schools, vocational institutions and at economic and geography faculties of selected universities. All of these are managed by the Ministry of Education.

Addressing the needs of education for tourism sector must be looked holistically with participation of all stakeholders, including the government and academia, employers (private sector) and associations and unions. At present this is a decentralized system organized at the national, regional, county and local levels and involves the following stakeholders: employers, professional associations, employees, trade unions, public administration, relevant government organizations and civil society organizations. It looks like that participation and consultation mechanism is in place, however, it needs to be strengthened to achieve efficiency and results.

All qualification courses in the field of tourism are based on occupational standards that are issued by the National Accreditation Agency and approved by the employers’ councils. Training providers need to comply at least with 75% of occupational performance standards whilst 25% can be modified, depending on the local specific needs of the training. Yet, according to training providers, occupational standards are often rigid and outdated (not responding to the market needs) and the process of revision is highly bureaucratic. According to the experts working in training provision, they are not aware of functional systems for consultations with the government on issues of education in tourism. The tourism sector is characterized by high
seasonality of work. This fact reduces the possibility of, for instance, formal training through the European Social Fund (ESF) projects. This is largely caused by the fact that during the high season, staff cannot attend courses, but during the lower season most of the staff is not employed and therefore is ineligible for various training modules.

Over the past years, Romania has experienced a decline in vocational education and training (VET). Even though Romania ranks high on youth unemployment in Europe (16.8%)80, VET has a relative low popularity among young people in Romania. On annual bases, more than half of the available spots in VET institutions remain unoccupied. At the same time, the ability of private enterprises to provide quality on the job training remains limited to those in the large cities81. Recently a move towards restoring the attractiveness of VET can be noticed. The demand towards tourism is much higher than other technical specializations. Yet there is the tendency that courses are rather general, even in tourism.

The professional and technical education in Romania, specifically for tourism, consists of several forms of education: (i) School of Arts and Handicrafts (2 years plus 1 year of completion), (ii) the superior cycle of technological high school (2 years), (iii) Technical high school (4 years), (iv) Post-high school (2 years in tourism and services).

To pursue with tourism education, students can enroll in a technological high school at grade 9 and attend it for at least 4 years. An alternative route for tourism education is to get enrolled in a school for Arts and Handicrafts and then attend a completion year, followed by the second cycle of the technological high school. The school of Arts and Handicrafts provides level 1 qualification for hotel workers. After completing this school there are two options for continuation, a student can either enter employment or continue towards a high school certificate. The latter involves one-year completion and two years of technological high school. The level of completion provides a level 2 qualification for hotel workers.

Post-high school is part of the vocational and technical education and has a duration of two years in the area of Tourism and Food.

On the other hand, the superior cycle of technological high schools provides level 3 qualification as technician in tourism and banqueting organizer. Upon completion of the lower and superior cycle of a technological high school, students receive level 3 qualification as technicians in tourism.

The tertiary non-university education (post-secondary and VET or Post-high school) provides level 3 qualification (advanced) for the following positions: (i) travel agent and guide, (ii) inventory assistant in accommodation and food units; (iii) assistant for Manager hotel units, and (iv) conference, congress, fair and exhibition organizer.

Yet, there are some weaknesses in the Romanian vocational training in the hospitality sector. According to the World Travel Organization the training in the hospitality sector does not correspond to the employer’s needs. There are only few partnerships between schools and employers, there is a weak infrastructure in schools, and employers have a poor capacity to meet training roles for students. When on one hand the teachers in schools are well qualified, the schools often lack the modern infrastructure, and do not have modern laboratories, equipment, etc. With these circumstances, the only way for students to get proper hands-on experience is through practical training at the employers’ sites. Yet, there are a few challenges to overcome to make this system work. Often, the same as with the schools, the providers of training also lack an appropriate training infrastructure for incorporating the needs of incoming students. As such the old establishments have been renovated for profit making activities and less for training whereas the new buildings did not foresee space for training from the beginning.

The major source of qualified personnel in the Tourism and Hospitality Industry in Romania comes from the higher education institutions. Romania has a well-developed network of universities that offers tourism classes. In total, there are 57 public universities, 37 private and accredited higher education institutions, and 10 private higher education institutions with temporary accreditation.

Universities cover wide range of tourism competencies, however mostly through the faculties of Economy or Geography. Out of the 57 Public Universities, 15 offer a degree in the area of tourism, mainly specialized in tourism and economics. There are 3 universities that offer a degree related to Tourism in Geography departments. In 2015, the total number of admission places was 835 (300 in the faculty of geography and 535 in the faculty of economics).

From the 47 private higher education institutions, 7
offer a degree related to tourism. The number of available spots in tourism at private universities is higher than at public universities, accounting for 3005 places (200 in the Department of Geography, and 2885 in the Department of Economics). Additionally, there are 12 Public Economics Colleges leading to a degree in the area of Tourism, with a total of 360 places. Finally, there is only one special school of Hospitality and Tourism studies, or a Faculty of Tourism and Leisure, Recreation Sports and Tourism. The main subjects that cover tourism at universities are: Statistics in tourism, Geography in Tourism, Economics in Tourism and Tourism Enterprise, Communication and Branding in Tourism, the Natural Potential of Tourism, Culture and Civilizations, International Tourism, Architecture, Tourism and Environment, Assessment of Tourism Potential, Tourism Policies and Strategies, Management of Risk in Tourism, Corporate Strategies in Tourism, Management in Tourism, Hotel and Restaurant Technology, Eco-tourism, Rural Tourism and Sustainable Development, Tourist Marketing, Negotiation in Tourism, the Activity of Travel Agencies, Human Resource Management in Tourism, Aesthetics and Design in Tourism, Consumption Behavior in Tourism, Animation in Tourism.

The first cycle of higher education takes three years and provides diplomas for the following occupations: (i) officer at a tourism agency, (ii) tourism guide, and (iii) analyst in tourism. There are also distance BA’s and MA’s. There are MA classes in Management and Marketing in Tourism, Economy and Management of Services, Business Administration in the Hotel Industry. Upon completion of a MA, students are qualified to work as managers. Employers are involved in the provision of training that accompanies faculty based education, yet there is reluctance from employers to receive students in training, as there is the cost and the need to allocate additional resources (personnel, time, space), the short duration (35 work days) that does not allow for meaningful involvement of the trainees.

MICE: Romania has a big potential to unlock potential for MICE development. The most of the required attributes are already in place (affordable hotels, good and frequent air connections, supplementary tourism offers, etc.). Although lack of required infrastructure, limited coordination mechanisms and lack of promotion hinders the process. There is a need for an adequate conference infrastructure (multifunctional convention centers that can accommodate large scale international events for over 3000 people); Even in Bucharest, the House of Parliament, which can accommodate big events is not always available and given its strategic function may impose additional challenges for security clearances for the participants and logistics. A functional Convention Bureau (the private sector had such an initiative - the Romanian Convention Bureau, however it is not functional today) can solve the issues of coordination within the private sector and serve as a liaison between the organizers and the suppliers. Attracting 4 and 5 star hotel investments in Oradea, Iași, Timișoara, Cluj and Brașov will most likely kick-start MICE development in these destinations.

Education and workforce: Currently, Romania experiences a low level of unemployment and workforce shortage in tourism. This is a symptom for personnel crisis. The Ministry of Tourism, in close coordination with the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Labor, should develop an approach how to address the issue. The identified actions can become a key to solve a high level of youth unemployment in the country, as youth is most attractive segment for tourism industry. There is a sufficient shortage of skilled and experienced staff for spa resorts/facilities, which means on the accommodation and catering part and on the spa treatment part. The main human resources challenge is currently the lack of medical staff, especially of specialized doctors. Indeed, it is difficult to retain the trained staff as activity is limited several months a year because of the late organization of the tender for the subsidized public vouchers system that creates a strong tourism seasonality. European funded projects have been implemented in a few spa resorts to better qualify and to try to retain current employees, but it is still not enough. The Spa tourism industry wishes some institutional changes such as to create short-duration training courses for the specialty of balneo physiotherapists targeting family physicians and to recognize their diplomas in order to allow them to practice in spa treatment facilities. Staff Training. In the last year, only a few staff from the MoT had an opportunity to enhance their skills in selected disciplines. To catch up with the developments of the sector and obtain skills in modern technologies (online platforms, marketing,
promotion, etc), more staff should be brought into skills development. Having a designated calendar of training events and inviting international and local experts to train staff is a wise investment.

Given the fragile state of the industry and low level of services offered, quality enhancement trainings on various topics, such as customer service, tourist (information) services, product development and clustering, value chain opportunities, project design and management (to apply to funding sources), hotel, café, or restaurant management, food safety, etc. should be organized for industry workers at all levels. Or alternatively, the MoT, in close coordination with the respected municipalities and institutions should offer these courses by consolidating the expertise, available in the country.

Another weakness that country experiences is the absence of destination management organizations. Romania is finalizing the respective law. As soon as the DMOs are in place, they should be tasked, among others, to engage in product development and promotion at local and international levels. Marketing and Promotion. The social media analysis showed that Romania’s image is improving, but still remains somewhat negative, or unknown. The negativity is largely driven by the political processes and their wide coverage by leading media sources. With limited monitoring and evaluation frameworks and tools in place, it is hard for the MoT to assess the success of implementation of any campaign or initiative, or even participation at a certain expos or fairs, as they lack key performance indicators and other measures for assessment. Tourism satisfaction surveys and market segmentation efforts should be an ongoing process to inform the operations. Digital tools, online platforms, social media and intelligence (user generated data) are not used either.

Although selected DMO equivalents exist at local levels (Sibiu, Oradea, Prahova), promotion and product development at local and regional destinations is still scarce. Agendas with reason-to-come events such as large scale festivals and cultural events or niche knowhow conferences are not promoted for international purposes. Cultural routes program can be better promoted. The European Region of Gastronomy for 2019, European Capital of Culture 2021, and projects under the European year of heritage patronage, can be better utilized for promotion purposes and attracting more domestic and international visitors.

Tourism Information Centers can be rebranded to provide better services for the tourists. Currently, TICs serve more a traditional function, distributing available resources (in certain cases very scares) and providing limited services. They can be significantly enhanced by introducing digital technologies (virtual maps and tours, for example), calendars of events, reservation services for nearby attractions, better links with each other to provide comprehensive coverage of the country and many more. The MoT needs to develop a minimum criteria for TIC operations. And each destination and port of entry whether via road of air, should have at least one TIC.

Discussion
Over the decades, tourism has experienced continued growth. It has become one of the fastest growing economic sectors in the world. Modern tourism is closely linked to development and encompasses a growing number of new destinations. These dynamics have turned tourism into a key driver for socio-economic progress, due to its ability and potential to create new jobs, in particular for youth.

Romania’s economy faces a number of challenges, including youth unemployment and rural-urban economic disparities. Unemployment remains high for the young in Romania. Of Romania’s 42 counties, 18 are considered lagging behind other regions, with a GDP per capita lower than 75 percent of the national average. Disparities in living standards between urban and rural areas are especially striking: the urban-rural income gap is the second-highest in the EU, with mean urban income almost 50 percent higher than the mean rural income1.

The tourism sector has a lot of potential to contribute to addressing some of these challenges. Around the world, tourism has proven to be transformational through the creation of jobs and economic opportunities, including for vulnerable groups. Tourism is estimated to contribute to over 10 percent of global GDP and account for 1 in 11 jobs on the planet. Youth employment is significant in the industry. Half of the global tourism workforce is under 25. The tourism industry is labor-intensive and allows for quick entry into the workforce for young people and women. If developed and managed well, these benefits could bring more jobs to rural areas and create jobs for youth.

Romania’s tourism faces two key challenges: First, there is not enough tourism spending captured from
existing tourists and, second, there are not enough high-spending tourists attracted to the country. In 2017 Romania held the lowest total of annual international tourism receipts out of the neighboring countries (e.g. EUR 1,314 million in Romania versus EUR 3,579 mln in Bulgaria).
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